The FRBR-RDA Puzzle: Putting the Pieces Together

Answers to Exercises
RDA Attributes - 1

**Element:** Statement of responsibility relating to title proper

**Value:** by Walter de la Mare

Example in MARC:
245 10 $a Lewis Carroll / $c by Walter de la Mare.

**Attribute of which entity:** manifestation

**Primary user task:** identify

RDA 2.4
RDA Attributes - 2

**Element: Copyright date**

Value: ©2005

Example in MARC:

Attribute of which entity: **manifestation**

Primary user task: **identify**

RDA 2.11
RDA Attributes - 3

**Element: Carrier type**

Value: *volume*

Example in MARC:
338 __ $a volume $2 rdacarrier

Attribute of which entity: *manifestation*

Primary user task: *select*

RDA 3.2
RDA Attributes - 4

**Element: Extent of text**

Value: **327 pages**

Example in MARC:
300 __ $a **327 pages** ; $c 28 cm.

Attribute of which entity: **manifestation**

Primary user task: **select**

RDA 3.4.5
Element: Restrictions on use

Value: This film is restricted to classroom use

Example in MARC:
540 __ $a This film is restricted to classroom use.

Attribute of which entity: manifestation

Primary user task: obtain

RDA 4.5
RDA Attributes - 6

**Element: Content type**

Value: *spoken word*

Example in MARC:
366 __ $a spoken word $2 rdacontent

Attribute of which entity: *expression*

Primary user task: *identify*

RDA 6.9
RDA Attributes - 7

Element: Intended audience

Value: For children aged 7-9

Example in MARC:
521 __ $a For children aged 7-9.

Attribute of which entity: work

Primary user task: select

RDA 7.7
Element: Illustrative content

Value: illustrations

Example in MARC:
300 __ $a 387 pages : $b illustrations ; $c 28 cm.

Attribute of which entity: expression

Primary user task: select

RDA 7.15
Element: Date of birth

Value: **1931**

Example in MARC:
Authority 046 $f **1931**
(Use in access point: 100 1_ $a Munro, Alice, $d **1931**-)

Attribute of which entity: **person**

Primary user task: **identify**

RDA 9.3.2
RDA Attributes - 10

Element: Variant name for the corporate body

Value: IBM

Example in MARC:
Authority 410 2_ $a IBM
(Preferred name for the corporate body: International Business Machines Corporation)

Attribute of which entity: corporate body

Primary user task: identify

RDA 11.2.3
RDA Relationships - 1

**Element:** Creator

**Value:** Hemingway, Ernest, 1899-1961

Example in MARC:
100 1_ $a Hemingway, Ernest, $d 1899-1961.
(700 could also be used for this Creator element)

Relationship between entities: **person**
and **work**

RDA 19.2
Element: Publisher

Value: Farmhouse Press

Example in MARC:
710 2_ $a Farmhouse Press.

Relationship between entities: corporate body and manifestation

RDA 21.3
RDA Relationships - 3

Relationship Designators for Contributors

Value: editor

Example in MARC:
700 1_ $a Blackwell, David D., $e editor

Relationship between entities: person
and expression

RDA 18.5 and Appendix I.3.1
Relationship Designators for Other Persons, Families, or Corporate Bodies Associated with a Work

Value: **film director**

Example in MARC:
700 1_ $a Lee, Ang, $d 1954- $e film director

Relationship between entities: **person** and **work**

RDA 18.5 and Appendix I.2.2
Element: Related Work

Value: Based on: Star trek (Deep Space Nine (Television Program))

Example in MARC:
730 0_ $i based on (work) $a Star trek (Deep Space Nine (Television Program))

Relationship between entities: work
and work

RDA 25.1
Element: Related Work

Value: Contains: 'Til death do us plots / by Julianne Bernstein — Class act / by Michael Elkin — Where's your stuff? / by Daniel Brenner

Example in MARC:
505 00 $t 'Til death do us plots / $r by Julianne Bernstein — $t Class act / $r by Michael Elkin — $t Where's your stuff? / $r by Daniel Brenner.

Relationship between entities: work and work

RDA 25.1
RDA Relationships - 7

**Element: Numbering of part**

Value: **new series, no. 21**

Example in MARC:
830 _0 $a Synopses of the British fauna ; $v new series, no. 21

Relationship between entities: **work**
and **work**

RDA 24.6
RDA Relationships - 8

**Element: Related expression**

Value: *Revised edition of Lectures chantées, originally published in 1968*

Example in MARC:
500 __ $a *Revised edition of Lectures chantées, originally published in 1968.*

Relationship between entities: **expression**
and **expression**

RDA 26.1
RDA Relationships - 9

Element: Relationship designators for related persons

Value: founder

Example in MARC:
Authority 500 1_ $ wr $i founder $a Pei, I. M., $d 1917-
(with Authority 110 2_ $a I.M. Pei & Partners)

Relationship between entities: person
and corporate body

RDA 29.5 and Appendix K.2.3
RDA Relationships - 10

Element: Explanation of relationship

Value: The National Library of Canada and the National Archives of Canada merged in 2003 to form Library and Archives Canada

Example in MARC:
Authority 663 __ $a The National Library of Canada and the National Archives of Canada merged in 2003 to form Library and Archives Canada.

Relationship between entities: corporate body and corporate body

RDA 32.2